FOREST
ADVENTURES

FOREST ADVENTURES
SCHOOL LEVEL

Kindergarten - Secondary 5

TYPE OF ACTIVITY
Obstacle course

DURATION

10 to 30 minutes

SUBJECTS

Physical education

LOCATION

Gymnasium or outdoor field

OBJECTIVES
This activity aims to develop several
skills that will be important to
complete the Ancestors’ Challenge.
The motion of going over “the rock”
is very similar to the one where
students will climb walls and cargo
nets during the Challenge. Running in
all directions, at high speed despite
fatigue, is another skill to master
before taking on the Ancestors’
Challenge. In addition, being able to
jump on one foot, from one obstacle to
another without losing your balance,
is precisely the first obstacle of the
Challenge.

MATERIALS
> 2 high structures to climb and jump
from, representing rocks (plyometric
boxes, portable steps, high beams,
or high gymnastics apparatus)
> Hoops or any other raised objects
to be used as stones (mats or other
slightly raised structure to jump
from one foot to another)
> Cones serving as trees for the
zigzag part of the race
> Jump ropes to mark the start and
finish lines

FOREST ADVENTURES
STEPS
> This activity is an obstacle course, with a wall or object to climb, a zigzag section and alternating
single-leg jumps.
> 2 students compete simultaneously. All duets take turns participating.
> If a student deviates from the course, he will have to start again from the beginning of the section.
> 1st section - Climbing the rock: The student must climb over a high structure by climbing and
descending (or jumping) down the other side.
> 2nd section - Running in the forest: The student must zigzag from one cone to the other and touch each
cone with his hand.
> 3rd section – Crossing the river: The student must jump from one “stone” to another, going from one
foot to another.
> The goal is to complete the race as quickly as possible.

FOREST ADVENTURES
ILLUSTRATION

FOREST ADVENTURES
VARIATIONS
> The course is adaptable according to the equipment you have at school, everything is easily changeable.
> Adapt the total distance of the course according to the level of the students.
> You may add more participants who run at once, depending on the material and the space you have at
your disposal.
> Adjust the height of the “rock” according to the level: The higher the level, the higher the structure
should be.
> Adjust the distance of the cones: The higher the level, the closer the cones should be to one another.
> Adjust the distance between the “stones” according to the level: The higher the level the longer the
distance.
> Adjust the number of cones and “stones” according to the level: The higher the level, the more
obstacles to overcome.
> Preschool and elementary school: Use hoops as “stones”.
> 2nd Elementary cycle and older: Use slightly raised objects as “stones”.

